Three Cybersecurity Challenges
Every Enterprise Needs to Address

Sophisticated Threat Actors

$8 Trillion
cost of cybercrime to global business by 2020

1,425%
ROI for exploit kits and ransomware schemes

55 days
median time between intrusion and detection

Cybersecurity Skills Gap

3.5 Million
estimated number of unfilled cybersecurity jobs worldwide by 2021

53%
organizations that have a shortage of cybersecurity skills

350,000
open cybersecurity positions in the United States

Attackers Target Data

3 Billion
number of accounts with PII and passwords compromised in an online data breach

500 Million
guest records compromised in massive attack on major hotel chain

21.5 Million
data records lost after attackers targeted central databases in a government agency

Partner with a trusted advisor to combat sophisticated threat actors, address the cybersecurity skills gap and protect your data.
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